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Making Sense of the Troubles

2002

compellingly written and even handed in its judgments this is by far the

clearest account of what has happened through the years in the northern

ireland conflict and why after a chapter of background on the period from

1921 to 1963 it covers the ensuing period the descent into violence the

hunger strikes the anglo irish accord the bombers in england to the

present shaky peace process behind the deluge of information and

opinion about the conflict there is a straightforward and gripping story mr

mckittrick and mr mcvea tell that story clearly concisely and above all

fairly avoiding intricate detail in favor of narrative pace and accessible

prose they describe and explain a lethal but fascinating time in northern

ireland s history which brought not only death injury and destruction but

enormous political and social change they close on an optimistic note

convinced that while peace if it comes will always be imperfect a corner

has now been decisively turned the book includes a detailed chronology

statistical tables and a glossary of terms

Making Sense of the Troubles

2001-11-29
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completely revised and updated edition the essential history of the

troubles compellingly written and very even handed by far the clearest

account of what happened in the northern ireland conflict and more

importantly why it happened irish news extraordinarily well balanced sane

comprehensive and rich in sober understatement glasgow herald first

published two decades ago making sense of the troubles is widely

regarded as the most comprehensive considered and compassionate irish

times history of the troubles in northern ireland written by a distinguished

journalist and a teacher of history in northern ireland it surveys the roots

of the problems from 1921 onwards the descent into violence in the late

60s and the three terrible decades that followed in this fully revised and

updated version mckittrick and mcvea take into account the momentous

events of the ten years that followed their first publication including the

disbanding of the ira ian paisley s deal with the republicans and the

historic power sharing government in belfast an updated reissue of a

collaborative study published 12 years ago to rave reviews as a frank

accurate and authoritative narrative of events which should be required

reading for anyone hoping to understand what had been going on in the

north irish independent i would strongly advocate that it be made

compulsory reading for everyone in northern ireland because for the first

time it is our history all of it warts and all presented in a clear and

understandable way irish news
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Northern Ireland

2005

thomas hennessey traces the long course of events that led to the

climactic events in northern ireland of october 1968 and after giving a

step by step account of how the bright promises of the 1960s were shown

to be false

The Evolution of the Troubles, 1970-72

2007

this book explores the evolution of the northern ireland troubles from an

ethno national conflict into an insurgency against the british state in

northern ireland in the crucial years of 1970 to 1972 the book combines

the decisions of high politics with the experiences of those on the ground

for whom these decisions made the greatest impact it tells the story of

ordinary people caught up in extraordinary events covering the evolving

provisional ira insurgency and the british army s counter insurgency key

areas covered include the falls road curfew anglo irish relations north

south relations on the island of ireland the fall of the chichester clark

government the premiership of brian faulkner internment bloody sunday

and the suspension of stormont
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Children of "the Troubles

1997

this remarkable collection of personal stories poems and diary entries

written by nearly 60 irish catholic and protestant children teenagers and

adults is at turns funny poignant and tragic as it chronicles their memories

of growing up in the war zone of northern ireland

The Media and Northern Ireland

1991-06-18

an exploration of the relationship between the broadcast media and

political events in northern ireland contributors examine a range of issues

including the broadcasting ban ulster unionism and british journalism the

gibraltar killings and coverage of the conflict by dublin journalists

The Roots of Ireland's Troubles

2019-07-30

the author of elizabeth i s secret lover places ireland into a much wider

context and takes it beyond the simplistic catholic v protestant dichotomy

the british empire blog over the course of three decades in the late
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twentieth century northern ireland was embroiled in the troubles a conflict

characterized by the violent and bitter struggle between nationalists and

unionists many books in recent years have attempted to make sense of

the troubles primarily political and nationalistic it also had a sectarian

dimension undeniably it was fueled by historical events and yet most only

look so far back as the 1916 uprising in the roots of ireland s troubles

robert stedall argues that we need to take a longer historical view to truly

understand the complex factors at play in ireland s history that ultimately

led to the troubles comprehensive in its approach it ranges from

plantagenet intervention among the warring gaelic chieftains to cromwell s

restoration of british rule following the english civil war and william pitt s

resignation over the irish catholic s emancipation question inextricably

linked with the history of britain stedall guides the reader through ireland s

turbulent but rich history to understand the causes behind the twentieth

century conflict which continues to resonate today we must look to the

long arc of history in order to truly understand the historical roots of a

nation s conflict a very readable and direct account of the complex issues

at the heart of anglo irish relationships since the reformation a totally

absorbing book michael mccarthy battlefield guide

Burnt Out

2019-01-04
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on 14 august 1969 at the age of 14 michael mccann and his family fled

their home life changed totally for the mccanns and the entire nationalist

community thousands of innocent people vacated their homes driven out

by the initial pogrom and then by the ongoing campaign of expulsion by

loyalist violence and intimidation the british army occupation and the

continuing violence utterly devastated communities on a monumental

scale burnt out how the troubles began shows how the truth became one

of the first casualties of the horrific events of august 1969 it examines the

prominent role of state forces and the unionist government in the violence

that erupted in derry and belfast and assesses how and why the violence

began and generated three decades of subsequent brutality against a

mountain of contrary evidence many still choose to blame the violence on

the commemoration of the easter rising in 1966 and the efforts of the

nationalist community to defend themselves on two hellish august nights

in the late summer of 1969 burnt out how the troubles began is essential

reading for anybody interested in the outbreak and causes of the troubles

Who Was Responsible for the Troubles?

2020-09-23

the troubles claimed the lives of almost four thousand people in northern

ireland most of them civilians forty five thousand were injured in bombings

and shootings relative to population size this was the most intense conflict
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experienced in western europe since the end of the second world war the

central question posed in this book is fundamental yet it is one that has

rarely been asked who was primarily responsible for the prosecution of

the troubles and their attendant toll of the dead the injured and the

emotionally traumatized liam kennedy who lived in belfast throughout

most of the conflict was long afraid to raise the question and its

implications after years of reflection and research on the matter he has

brought together elements of history politics sociology and social

psychology to identify the collective actors who drove the conflict onwards

for more than three decades from the days of the civil rights movement in

the late 1960s to the signing of the good friday agreement in 1998 the

troubles in northern ireland are a world class problem in miniature the

combustible mix of national ethnic and sectarian passions that went into

the making of the conflict has its parallels today in other parts of the world

who was responsible for the troubles is an original and controversial work

that captures the terror and the pain but also the hope of life and the

pursuit of happiness in a deeply divided society

Northern Ireland’s ’68

2018-08-21

the troubles may have developed into a sectarian conflict but the violence

was sparked by a small band of leftists who wanted derry in october 1968
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to be a repeat of paris in may 1968 like their french comrades northern

ireland s sixty eighters had assumed that street fighting would lead to

political struggle the struggle that followed however was between

communities rather than classes in the divided society of northern ireland

the interaction of the global and the local that was the hallmark of 1968

had tragic consequences drawing on a wealth of new sources and

scholarship simon prince s timely new edition offers a fresh and

compelling interpretation of the civil rights movement of 1968 and the

origins of the troubles the authoritative and enthralling narrative weaves

together accounts of high politics and grassroots protests mass

movements and individuals and international trends and historic divisions

to show how events in northern ireland and around the world were

interlinked during 1968

Children of the Troubles

2019-10-17

the bullets didn t just travel in distance they travelled in time some of

those bullets never stop travelling jack kennedy father of james kennedy

on 15th august 1969 nine year old patrick rooney became the first child

killed as a result of the troubles one of 186 children who would die in the

conflict in northern ireland fifty years on these young lives are honoured in

a memorable book that spans a singular era from the teenage striker who
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scored two goals in a belfast schools cup final to the aspiring architect

who promised to build his mother a house to the five year old girl who

wrote in her copy book on the day she died i am a good girl i talk to god

children of the troubles recounts the previously untold story of northern

ireland s lost children and those who died in the republic the uk and as

far afield as west germany and the lives that might have been based on

original interviews with almost one hundred families as well as extensive

archival research this unique book includes many children who have

never been publicly acknowledged as victims of the troubles and draws a

compelling social and cultural picture of the era much loved deeply

mourned and never forgotten children of the troubles is both an

acknowledgement of and a tribute to young lives lost please note that this

ebook edition is fixed format best suited to colour tablet devices

Years of Darkness

2008

a look at more than eighty of the events that shaped the northern ireland

troubles and peace process examining the main political initiatives and

security incidents which defined the past four decades beginning with the

derry civil rights march of october 1968 through to the formation of the

current northern ireland executive in 2007
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Northern Ireland

1999

a detailed account in diary form of the thirty year development of civil and

political unrest in northern ireland

Historical Dictionary of the Northern Ireland

Conflict

2017-03-15

the second edition of the historical dictionary of the northern ireland

conflict provides an accessible and comprehensive study of the conflict

and peace process in northern ireland from the 1960s to 2016 the second

edition of the book expands on the references relating to individuals

organizations and events of the northern ireland troubles and adds

material on significant subsequent developments this the work provides a

unique view of developments since the signing of the good friday

agreement in 1998 while widely heralded as the end of the northern

ireland conflict the agreement instead witnessed the beginning of a new

series of political difficulties to be addressed the historical dictionary of the

northern ireland conflict is the first significant reference work to examine

many of the issues related to political and cultural conflicts and dealing
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with the past which have grown in intensity since 1998 many of these

themes will be relevant to students of post conflict societies in other areas

of the world this second edition of historical dictionary of the historical

dictionary of the northern ireland conflict contains a chronology an

introduction and an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over

300 cross referenced entries on important personalities politics economy

foreign relations religion and culture

A Short History of the Troubles

2010

for thirty eight long years from 1968 until the st andrew s agreement and

ira decommissioning in 2006 northern ireland was wracked by inter

communal violence this is a definitive overview of the period explaining

key issues lucidly and economically

The Troubles: Ireland's Ordeal and the Search for

Peace

2002-01-05

the tortured history of ireland from the beginning of the civil rights

movement of the 1960s through the long horrible years of violence and up
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to the attempts to find peace

The History of the Troubles and Memorable

Transactions in Scotland, in the Reign of Charles

I.

1829

this volume seeks to move beyond structure and agency perspectives by

suggesting that social movement theories are best suited to foster a

perspective that entails 1 an actor based approach to the troubles and 2

the contextualization of contentious politics or how the contingent and

ever evolving political contexts opportunities threats shaped the trajectory

of the troubles recent social movement scholarship has proved to be

particularly useful in situating the emergence continuation and demise of

political violence within a larger context of multiple conflicts in which

radical contention is only one possible outcome social movement theories

also avoid the essentialization of political groups as radical or violent

instead they place all political actors participating to contention from

paramilitaries to state authorities within their complex organizational fields

emphasizing their shifting strategies as they interact with each other and

adapt to the political context
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James of the Hill. A Tale of the Troubles in

Scotland, A.D. 1630

1846

between 1969 and 1998 over 4 000 people lost their lives in the small

country of northern ireland the vast majority of these deaths were

sectarian in nature and involved ordinary civilians killed by the various

paramilitary groups these organisations murdered freely and without

remorse considering life a cheap price to pay in the furtherance of their

cause the words why us were uttered by many families whose lives were

ripped asunder by the troubles thousands of innocents received a life

sentence at the hands of the terrorists these then are their words the

words of those who survived such attacks and of those left behind these

poignant and tragic stories come from the people who have been forced

to live with the emotional shrapnel of terrorism

The history of the troubles and memorable

transactions in Scotland and England, from

M.DC.XXIV. to M.DC.XLV.

1829
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until surprisingly recently the history of the irish catholic church during the

northern irish troubles was written by irish priests and bishops and was

commemorative rather than analytical this study uses the troubles as a

case study to evaluate the role of the catholic church in mediating conflict

during the troubles these priests and bishops often worked behind the

scenes acting as go betweens for the british government and republican

paramilitaries to bring about a peaceful solution however this study also

looks more broadly at the actions of the american irish and english

catholic churches as well as that of the vatican to uncover the full impact

of the church on the conflict this critical analysis of previously neglected

state irish and english catholic church archival material changes our

perspective on the role of a religious institution in a modern conflict

A brief discourse of the Troubles begum of

Frankfort in the year 1554 about the Book of

Common Prayer and Ceremonial

1846

the republic of ireland came into being in 1921 at the end of a bloody

insurrection against the british however the treaty left the northern six

counties under british sovereignty since that time the protestant majority

has dominated the poorer catholic populace with support from the british
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army in 1972 british troops fired on demonstrators launching more than

twenty five years of sectarian violence and terror from both sides mason

devereux an american freelance photojournalist is drawn into doing a

project on the violence while visiting northern ireland devereux makes

contact with the irish republican army the i r a is interested in publicity

showing protestant paramilitaries violence against catholics a deal is

struck and devereux is given access to extraordinary photo opportunities

devereux accepts the i r a s assistance but finds his own way to get

incriminating photographs of the i r a s own violence on the verge of a

negotiated end of the violence with the british government a renegade

faction of the irish republican army lead by seventies legendary gunman

michael flynn derails that movement toward peace flynn and devereux

cross paths in a sequence of violent events that continues the tragedy of

northern ireland s troubles

John Hume, Statesman of the Troubles

1984

essay from the year 2007 in the subject politics international politics

region western europe grade 1 0 a 1st mark king s college london course

themes issues in british politics since 1945 14 entries in the bibliography

language english abstract to many the term northern ireland is a synonym

for violence and hatred reminding us of the bloody troubles that
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dominated the country for over 30 years and of the 3700 people who lost

their life during this time the fact that the communities are divided by their

confession suggests that the troubles were animated by religious frictions

and indeed religion is generally put forward as a reason however on

closer inspection it appears that this stereo typical view pushes other

explanations into the background although these are essential to grasp

the origins of the conflict as a whole this essay will examine the historical

political economic and religious aspects as well as the relation of the two

communities and will attempt to demonstrate that a range of social and

economic seemingly insuperable divisions between the two groups

combined with the deprivation of the country might have been a perfect

breeding ground for prejudice and fear of the other group factors which

were then expressed by severe violence during the troubles

The Troubles in Northern Ireland and theories of

social movements

2017-07-14

british troops which arrived as a temporary measure would remain in

ireland for the next 38 years successive british governments initially

claimed the northern ireland conflict to be an internal matter but the

republic of ireland had repeatedly demanded a role appealing to the un

and us while across the atlantic irish american groups applied pressure
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on nixon s largely apathetic administration to intervene following the

introduction of internment and the events of bloody sunday the british

were forced to recognise the international dimension of the conflict and

begrudgingly began to concede that any solution would rely on

washington and dublin s involvement irish governments seized every

opportunity to shape the political initiative that led to sunningdale and

senator edward kennedy became the leading us advocate of american

intervention while nixon who wanted britain onside for his cold war

objectives was faced with increasingly influential domestic pressure

groups eventually international involvement in northern ireland would play

a vital role in shaping the principles on which political agreement was

reached even after the breakdown of the sunningdale agreement in may

1974 using recently released archives in the united kingdom republic of

ireland and united states alan macleod offers a new interpretation of the

early period of northern ireland s troubles

To a Dark Place

2022-01-13

reprint of the original first published in 1872 the publishing house

anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to their age these

books may have missing pages or inferior quality our aim is to preserve

these books and make them available to the public so that they do not
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get lost

The Catholic Church and the Northern Ireland

Troubles, 1968-1998

2019-09-05

this book looks at criticisms of the journalism profession and evaluates

many of the changes in journalism both positive and negative in addition it

suggests what the many changes mean for this nation and indeed for the

world at large as american journalism its methods and standards has

markedly influenced the way many millions overseas receive news and

view their world based on author william hachten s 50 year involvement

with newspapers and journalism education the troubles of journalism

serves as a realistic examination of the profession and is appropriate for

upper level un

Belfast, A Novel of the Troubles

2004-08

traces the historical background of the violence in northern ireland and

explains the issues involved
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The History of the Troubles

2005

this collection brings together academics and practitioners to consider the

increasingly central role that memory and recalling the past plays in

determining contemporary politics and the future direction of northern irish

society using theoretical comparative and case study approaches it

considers not only how narratives of the past are constructed

reconstructed understood and commemorated but also the ways in which

the key themes that emerge are harnessed and mobilised to political and

social effect in the present the book draws deeply on a wide range of

expert opinion and viewpoints to add significantly to existing knowledge

surrounding the debates over memory and the ways it is used in northern

irish society

How Far was Religion a Cause of the Troubles in

Northern Ireland from the 1960s to the 1980s?

2007-11

ireland home of legendary poets and storytellers has been wracked by

bloody sectarian violence over the last quarter century bombs and guns

were and once again are the primary negotiation tools used by catholic
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and protestant extremists in the conflict surrounding the sovereignty of

northern ireland the six counties known as ulster patrick taylor s only

wounded centers on the hopes and despairs of everyday life during the

troubles new york times bestselling author patrick taylor traces an intricate

narrative path through ulster detailing sensitive unbiased portraits of the

ordinary and not so ordinary people caught in the partisan brutality of

northern ireland

International Politics and the Northern Ireland

Conflict

2016-07-25

this book tells the story of how the war in northern ireland threatened to

engulf the republic it explains how popular opinion responded to the crisis

from marching in solidarity with nationalists to increasing disengagement

and fear

The Troubles of Our Catholic Forefathers

2023-03-24

the ira s ability to exploit the border between northern ireland and the

republic of ireland was central to the organisation s capacity to wage its
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long war over a quarter of a century this book is the first to look at the

role of the border in sustaining the provisionals and its central role in

anglo irish relations throughout the troubles

The Troubles of Journalism

2005

this book explores the psychic cultural and political ramifications of

memory within the irish troubles it investigates the traumatic impact of the

violence perpetrated since 1969 the antagonistic cultural narratives of

memory fashioned and mobilized in this context within public and private

arenas and the conflicts paradoxes and contradictions involved in coming

to terms with the past both before and during the irish peace process

initiated in 1993 94 it traces the formation from below of competing public

narratives one concerned with the ethnic cleansing of protestants by the

irish republican army the other with british state violence on bloody

sunday and analyses their subjective roots in specific experiences of fear

and loss their role in ideological struggle and their complicated relation to

private familial and individual remembering

More Than the Troubles

1984
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in the last generation northern ireland has undergone a tortuous yet

remarkable process of social and political change this collection of essays

aims to capture the complex and shifting realities of a society in the

process of transition from war to peace the book brings together

commentators from a range of academic backgrounds and political

perspectives as well as focusing upon those political divisions and

disputes that are most readily associated with northern ireland it provides

a rather broader focus than is conventionally found in books on the region

it examines the cultural identities and cultural practices that are essential

to the formation and understanding of northern irish society but are

neglected in academic analyses of the six counties while the contributors

often approach issues from rather different angles they share a common

conviction of the need to challenge the self serving simplifications and

choreographed optimism that frequently define both official discourse and

media commentary on northern ireland taken together the essays offer a

comprehensive and critical account of a troubled society in the throes of

change

Troubles of the past?

2023-02-14

this volume sets out to look at the human effects of the conflict in

northern ireland including deaths directly due to the troubles suicide drugs
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violence and mental health it provides a positive agenda for helping

individual victims move away from violence towards peace

Only Wounded

2015-06-23

this ground breaking book provides the first comprehensive investigation

of the history and memory of the northern ireland troubles in britain it

examines the impacts of the conflict upon individual lives political and

social relationships communities and culture in britain and explores how

the people of britain including its irish communities have responded to

and engaged with the conflict in the context of contested political

narratives produced by the state and its opponents setting an agenda for

further research and public debate the book demonstrates that unfinished

business from the conflicted past persists unaddressed in britain and

advocates the importance of acknowledging legacies understanding

histories and engaging with memories in the context of peace building

and reconciliation

The Invasion of the Crimea: The winter troubles.
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1881

1881

The Impact of the Troubles on the Republic of

Ireland, 1968-79

2018-01-08

Ireland's Violent Frontier

2013-03-01

Making Peace with the Past?

2007

Northern Ireland After the Troubles?

2008-12-15
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Northern Ireland's Troubles

1999

The Northern Ireland Troubles in Britain

2016-11-28
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